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Greensand Challenge - Routepoints 

The list of routepoints below defines the route of the Challenge. 
Once plotted on your map, the paths and bridleways connecting 
them should be fairly apparent. 


In the absence of physical checkpoints to record progress, you will 
need to ‘self-validate’ as you proceed (rather like a self-clip). This 
requires you to simply take a photograph at each of 11 selected 
routepoints (shown in bold below) as described. In order to 
qualify for a certificate you will then need to email your  
photographs along with the other data as specified on the event’s 
web page.


For those using electronic mapping the list of routepoints can be 
downloaded as a GPX file from the event’s web page, leaving you 
to simply connect them together. For convenience, in the GPX file 
routepoints requiring validation are named ‘CP’. Other routepoints, 
ie those included to help you plot the route, are named ‘Guide’.


TQ 044 429 - At path junction, face north & take photo of the 
fingerpost 

TQ 063 426 

TQ 072 422 - At summit of Reynards Hill, face south & take photo 

of ‘Contour’ seat

TQ 082 423 - At summit of Pitch Hill, face west & take photo of 

summit trig with Hurtmore Control ‘trig’ in 
background


TQ 089 429 

TQ 104 429 - Summit of Holmbury Hill, face south & take photo of 

‘Holmbury Hill Viewpoint’ information toposcope

TQ 112 440 




TQ 139 431 - 50yds West of summit of Leith Hill, face north & take 
photo of stone Drinking Fountain  & Horse Trough


TQ 138 430 

TQ 140 413 

TQ 140 406 

TQ 144 402 - At cross-path, face west & take photo of fingerpost 

at wood corner

TQ 134 400 

TQ 124 394 

TQ 122 397 - Bridge over stream, face north & take photo of bridge

TQ 118 398 

TQ 113 407 - At lake, face north & take photo of seat around base 

of large oak on edge of lake

TQ 102 403 

TQ 094 403 

TQ 090 405 

TQ 088 403 

TQ 074 396 - At wooden barrier at road, face east & take photo 

looking up cycle/pedestrian path (with road on right)


TQ 074 409 - At path junction, face north & take photo of gate with 
treehouse beyond


TQ 067 409 

TQ 048 410 - At footbridge over stream on Smithwood Common, 

face west & take photo of bridge

TQ 048 414 

TQ 049 421 


